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As drivers need to trust their autonomous cars we have
to rethink how to design the communication between
the autopilot and the driver. I propose to differentiate
between driver-car-interactions that create confidence
in autonomous driving and interactions that create a
real trust relationship. I believe that we have to design
interactions that allow the driver to trust the car as
he/she would trust a human driver.
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Research interests
Compared to previous innovations in the driving related
environment, autonomous driving introduces new
challenges. As for the first time the driver willingly puts
his/her fate into a machine. Fundamental to the drivercar relationship is trust that the driver places in the car.
If the driver does not trust the car to perform well, the
experience will be unpleasant and the autopilot won’t
be used.
Already existing highly automated features, such as
parking or traffic jam assistants, try to gain the driver’s
trust through proving technical competence. In many
cases this means visualizing sensor data relevant for
the function of the assistant. Even recent studies on
interaction and trust calibration in autonomous cars
usually just highlight other recognized traffic objects,

such as cars and signs, or provide the driver with
simple bar charts[1]–[3].
I believe that these competence centric visualizations
support the creation confidence, however, fail to create
real trust. Therefore I propose to differentiate between
systems that help to build confidence and systems that
use interactions and visualization to create real trust in
the car, in a way as you would trust a human driver.
The autopilot can’t demonstrate its competence to the
driver in rare extreme situations (e.g. near accidents);
hence the autopilot needs to be trusted in a more
interpersonal way that is not solely based on factual
experience and knowledge. Literature on trust in
autonomous systems [4] often focuses on the
experience of past performance and expects a deep
understanding of the automated system by the user.
Neither is the case in autonomous driving.
As autonomous driving becomes a standard option in
modern cars, the autopilot functionality has to respond
to the needs of many different user groups: aside from
the technological interested early adopter, who is open
to trust the autopilot and enjoys rather technical
visualizations, less technological experienced people
have to be convinced to trust the automation in a way
they find it understandable and enjoyable. Especially on
long trips the autopilots actions have to be
understandable and predictable while being
unobtrusive.

Motivation
Since it is very difficult to reproduce the autonomous
driving experience in a simulator and very few people
have experienced a ride in an autonomous car

firsthand, I hope to gain valuable insights through
exchanging, networking and brainstorming with other
researchers who work in this area. I think that many
security critical situations in autonomous driving, such
as handover situations, are well understood, however,
the experience of autonomous and highly automated
driving is less explored.
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